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1 AbstratFor some time now, it has been apparent that the ratio of the quantum eÆieny (QE) of the BakIlluminated (BI) and Front-Illuminated (FI) hips in the ACIS amera was inorret. We resolve thisdisrepany by the analysis of ground alibration data, and disuss new urves for the BI quantumeÆienies.The absolute quantum eÆieny (QE) of ACIS hips S2 and S3 is derived at several energies from at�eld data taken at the X-Ray Calibration Faility (XRCF). The data were taken in May 1997. Absolutequantum eÆienty is derived by omparing ount rates of the ACIS hips (derived from high-speed tapdata) and a Flow Proportional Counter (FPC) in the target line. The FPC in question (fp hn) wasabsolutely alibrated at the synhrotron at BESSY.We �nd that the Bak-Illuminated hips S1 and S3 had their QE underestimated in released (versionN0003) CALDB produts, and disuss a orreted produt. These urves have been released in Summer2004 as version number N0005 of the ACIS QE �les.The sense and size of this orretion is approximately what is needed for onsisteny with gratingmeasurements (Marshall et al. 2003) and for some of the ACIS imaging mode observations of lustersof galaxies.This memo has nothing to do with ontamination of ACIS, but rather addresses the QE of ACIS atthe time of launh.
2 IntrodutionFor some time now, it has been apparent that the ratio of the quantum eÆieny (QE) of the BakIlluminated (BI) and Front-Illuminated (FI) hips in the ACIS amera was inorret. One suh line ofevidene is detailed by Marshall et al. (2003). We resolve this disrepany by the analysis of groundalibration data, and disuss new urves for the BI quantum eÆienies.The Absolute Quantum EÆieny numbers detailed here support the notion that the disrepanyhas three auses. One is that, in the on-orbit radiation environment, osmi rays tend to form largeblooms on FI hips, reating an e�etive \dead area" of order 3.5% under most irumstanes, whihresults in an e�etive derement to the QE of these hips. This e�et will be aounted for separately,by introduing it into the tool whih reates Anillary Response Funtions (ARF) for ACIS.Another e�et is that, in reating a model for use in interpolating in energy, the hannel stops weremistakenly left on the illuminated side of the BI hips. When this is orreted, the resulting urves �t
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ACIS Absolute QE
the low energy XRCF data muh better. This results in a signi�ant inrease in the BI QE at energiesbelow a few hundred eV.The �nal e�et has to do with the non-uniform QE over the BI hips at the time of launh. Thisis a Charge Transfer IneÆieny (CTI) e�et. Sine the fall of 1999 the FI hips also have signi�antCTI, but at launh it was immeasurably small, and the hips were aordingly quite uniform. Groundalibration data suh as those analyzed here were used to ompute the hip-averaged QE at a numberof energies. A re-de�nition of the QE Uniformity fator (QEU) to make it unity near the readoutneessitates a re-omputation of the BI QE model at high energies where the QEU fator di�ers moststrongly from unity. We have aordingly seleted new QE urves with di�erent depletion depths fromthose released before (N0003 in the CALDB), in order to aount for the energy dependene of thehip-averaged QEU fator.
3 Experimental SetupDuring Phase I (as in eye, not Roman Numeral One) at XRCF, starting in early May 1997, the HRMAhad been removed. The ACIS ight amera was plaed at or near the former HRMA foal point, andat-�eld tests were run at a variety of energies used earlier during the HRMA/ACIS alibration.The HXDS (HRMA X-ray Detetion System; i.e. ground alibration instruments) equipment inplae inluded four Flow Proportional Counters (FPC) Beam Normalization Detetors (BND) near thefront of the HRMA in the main hamber (the BND-H), and two detetors (one FPC and one high-purityGermanium Solid State Detetor [SSD℄) in Building 500, muh loser to the soure building up the beampipe.Two of the BND detetors (the fp hn, [the north BND-H℄, and the fp 5, the FPC in building 500)were on translation stages, and ould be moved around in the beam to test its uniformity. The formerfp x2, the FPC used at the foal point of the HRMA during the HRMA-only testing (Phases C, D,and E) in De 1996 through February 1997, was plaed in the fp hs (south BND-H) position.Four of the HXDS detetors were alibrated were alibrated absolutely at BESSY in the summerand fall of 1997. These inlude the ssd 5, the ssd x (foal point detetor not used in the Phase I at�eld tests), the fp hn and the fp x2 (during Phase I mounted in the fp hs position).Sine for the present analysis we are interested in the absolute alibration of the ACIS ight hips, wewill use the alibrated HXDS detetors to determine the intensity and uniformity of the x-ray beam, andompare the ount ux of ACIS to the photon ux predited by the simultaneous BND measurements.These should di�er by a fator of the ACIS QE.The soure used for this experiment was the Eletron Impat Point Soure (EIPS), using variousanodes, inluding iron, niobium, arbon, and a SiO2 anode mounted on a opper base. The soure highvoltage was set suh that the K or L line in question was exited (but low enough in the ase of theSiO2 anode to avoid exiting the Si K{� line. The resulting spetrum of this anode has been shown byLETG measurements to ontain the Oxygen K{� line at 0.525 keV, the Cu L{� omplex near 0.9297keV, a Bremmsstrahlung ontinuum, and a weak arbon K line whih ACIS annot see. Line energiesare taken from Bearden (Rev Mod Phys, 39, 78, 1967).The other experiments inluded �lters between the soure and the detetors (physially loated nearthe soure in Building 600), whih serve to absorb a large fration of the ontinuum, making separationof the line uxes easier even in low resolution detetors suh as proportional ounters. The arbonexperiment used a plasti �lter; the Nb experiment used a Zr �lter, and the Fe experiment, targetingthe Fe K{� line, used a Mn �lter, whih absorbs the Fe K{� line as well as the ontinuum.Details of the HXDS alibration and beam uniformity test analysis an be found in the SAOreport \XRCF Phase 1 Testing: Analysis Results," dated August 1999, and available on the web:
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X Ray line energy S2 S3 BUC�K� 0.277 �� I�IAS�EA�2.050 J�BND�BU�2.038O�K� 0.525 I�IAS�EA�2.004 I�IAS�EA�2.003 I�BND�BU�2.129Cu�L� 0.9297 I�IAS�EA�2.004 I�IAS�EA�2.003 I�BND�BU�2.129Nb�L� 2.166 I�IAS�EA�2.021 I�IAS�EA�2.022 J�BND�BU�2.014Fe�K� 6.4 I�IAS�EA�2.039 I�IAS�EA�2.040 J�BND�BU�2.028Table 1: XRCF Tests analyzed for the absolute QE of the S2 and S3 hips, inluding the Beam Uni-formity (BU) tests used. In addition one S1 test was analyzed, namely I-IAS-EA-2.038 at Fe{K�.

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/MST/simul/xrf/report/index.htmlOf speial interest are hapters 3 (HXDS Flow Proportional Counters) and 24 (EIPS Beam Uniformity).The BND detetors were run ontinuously, and ACIS was run with the High Speed Tap (HST)attahed to �rst one hip and then another. We will look at the S2 and S3 HST data for this initialanalysis. The TRW ID (test identi�er) was hanged whenever the HST was moved to another hip.The HXDS runid also hanged at these times.The tests analyzed and some of the experimental parameters are given in Table 1.
4 Analysis Proedure4.1 Preparation of the ACIS dataThe ACIS data were taken by the High Speed Tap, attahed to one hip at a time. The full-framedata resulting from this were stored to disk (in the interests of spae, they are arhived on DLT tapes).Kenny Glotfelty then ran event �nding software on them, produing FITS format event lists. These arestill on the CfA disks, here: /data/ais1/xrf/PHASE I/ �led under date of observation and TRW ID.These event lists are not quite in modern Level 0 format, so they were proessed by grading andpulse height summing software (Dan Nguyen's addfltgradeadu2subass program) whih was writtento handle data in this format. In addition, the header keyword ONTIME must be opied to LIVETIME.The iao tool dmextrat an then be used to extrat spetra, either for a whole hip (whih wasdone for S2), or seleted areas (the S1 and S3 data were extrated one node at a time). These are madeinto xspe-ompatible PHA �les, whih are histograms of number of events vs. pulse height in ADU.4096 hannels were used in these extrations.The HXDS instruments produe as raw data produts histogrammed pulse height spetra in ASCII�les, one per iteration. These are summed by a perl sript, sine many iterations were performed duringthe time that ACIS was exposed in eah ase. The resulting summed spetra were then onverted tominimal FITS �les for �tting in xspe.The full details of the analysis are given by Edgar in a memo entitled \Absolute QE of ACIS S2 andS3 from XRCF data at Oxygen K{� and Copper L{�, dated Nov 13, 2003, for the oxygen and opperdata; other analyses proeded in an analagous fashion. Notable systematis inlude the presene of afew perent of lead in the Mn �lter (used in the Fe{K� tests).
5 ResultsWe proeed to give the results. Let the ountrate for a detetor be Cdet in units of ts s�1. Eahdetetor has an area, Adet in m2, a soure distane ddet in m. In addition, eah detetor has an
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hip energy QE QE errS3 0.277 0.3394 0.0110S2 0.525 0.2279 0.0045S3 0.525 0.6147 0.0117S2 0.930 0.5577 0.0141S3 0.930 0.8412 0.0242S2 2.166 0.5939 0.0184S3 2.166 0.8056 0.0253S1 6.404 0.5027 0.0177S2 6.404 0.8787 0.0311S3 6.404 0.6855 0.0266Table 2: Absolute, hip-averaged QE and statistial errors, derived from the XRCF at-�eld data.

energy-dependent quantum eÆieny, QEdet, whih I �nd it useful to think of in units of ts photon�1.For the BND detetors, these are taken from the BESSY alibration, as reported in Table 3.10 of theMST report XRCF Phase 1 Testing: Analysis Results. The QE of the ACIS hips is, of ourse, the goalof the present analysis. Furthermore, there is a beam uniformity orretion for eah detetor position,BUdet.For eah detetor then, the soure luminosity is given by:S = CdetAdetQEdet � d2detBUdetSine all detetors are looking at the same soure at the same time, S is independent of the detetor.Setting the two measurements of S equal, and solving for QEACIS , we obtain:QEACIS = QEhn � CACISChn � AhnAACIS � BUACISBUhn � d2ACISd2hnThe ACIS area is taken from the POG, version 5.0, Table 6.1, whih gives the pixel size as 24.0mirons. This is for the ight temperature, �120ÆC, while the XRCF measurements were done at�110ÆC. I neglet the thermal expansion. Eah node is 256 � 1024 pixels, minus the edge rows andolumns. This gives a total of 259,488 pixels, for a total area of 1:4952 m2 per node, or 5:9809 m2 fora whole hip.We give �nal results in Table 2.Note that the derived QE numbers at the Nb L{� line are systematially low for both the S2 andS3 hips. Some unknown systemati e�et seems to be responsible for this underestimation.One possible systemati e�et we have negleted here onerns the �nite width of uoresent lines ineletron impat soures, espeially for low{Z elements suh as oxygen. However, the LETG alibrationinluded a measurement of the width of this line under slightly di�erent irumstanes (�lter, highvoltage) from this same soure. They �nd that the ux in the line is down by more than two orders ofmagnitude before we get to the energy where the resonant absorption in the �lter (and oxide layer onthe CCD) our near 0.53 keV. We therefore believe we are justi�ed in negleting this e�et.
6 QE ModelsThe ACIS quantum eÆienies measured at the XRCF are hip-averaged quantities. If the hargetransfer ineÆieny (CTI) is strong, the grade distribution of the deteted photons is altered. This
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energy Average QEUS3 S10.277 0.998 0.9930.525 0.994 0.9680.930 0.989 0.9422.166 0.964 0.8526.404 0.928 0.806Table 3: Average QEU orretion for the alibration energies

results in mislassi�ation of a ertain fration of the X-ray photons as the harged-partile events andtheir subsequent removal from the event lists. The e�et is known as the grade migration.The grade migration is stronger for the photons deteted far from the CCD readout and thereforetransfered for a greater distane. In ACIS CCDs, grade migration is virtually non-existent in the �rst� 100 rows adjaent to the readout, while it an be quite strong at the top 100 rows. Therefore, thegrade migration leads to spatially-dependent detetion eÆieny. The CXC approah is to fatorizethe detetion eÆieny into the produt of two omponents: (a) spatially-independent quantum eÆ-ieny (QE) of a perfet CCD (that without the CTI), and (b) the quantum eÆieny non-uniformityorretions, also known as the QEU tables.XRCF measurements provide the produt of the QE and the average QEU for the given CCD. Thealibration produts require the QE part, so a further orretion must be made. At the time of theXRCF alibration, this problem a�eted only the BI hips beause the FI CCDs had essentially zeroCTI and therefore, QEU = 1.To obtain the QE for \ideal" CCDs, we need to divide the hip-averaged values from Table 2 by theaverage QEU orretion at the given energy,QE0 = QEhQEUiWe have developed an aurate model for the QEU, both as a funtion of loation and energy. Theaverage orretions given by this model are listed in Table 3.The QEU orretion is rather strong at high energies (� 10�20% for the Fe-K line at 6.404 keV) andit moves the measured QE values above the predition of the previously adapted CCD model. Therefore,the model must be updated. The model parameter that a�ets the high-energy QE most strongly isthe thikness of the depletion layer. The previously adapted thiknesses are 30�m for S1 and 41�m forS3 (these values were obtained by �tting the preliminary QE measurements). We �nd that to satisfythe absolute QE measurements at the XRCF, the depletion thiknesses must be slightly inreased, to36�m in S1 and 46�m in S3. We inorporate these values in the updated QE model distributed to theChandra users.With these orretions, it is possible to ompare the hip-averaged QE numbers measured above,with the intrinsi hip QE whih is found in the CALDB QE �les. We �rst divide the hip averageQE numbers from Table 2 by the mean QEU from Table 3. These numbers are then plotted on thesame axes as the QE urves from the CALDB, as they represent the intrinsi hip QE, prior to anydegradation or event loss due to CTI e�ets. We show these plots in �gures 1 and 2. Note the exellentagreement with the new QE urves, whih will be released in summer 2004 as version N0005, and theimprovement relative to the existing produt, N0003. The exeption to this, noted above, is the NbL{� measurement at about 2.1 keV, whih systematially underestimates the QE for reasons that arenot lear at present.
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Figure 1: S2 and S3 orreted QE, ompared with the existing CALDB urve (N0003, dotted) and thenew CALDB urve, N0005. 6 / 8
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Figure 2: S1 orreted QE, ompared with the existing CALDB urve (N0003, dotted) and the newCALDB urve, N0005.
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7 Referenes� Butt, Yousaf and Spitzbart, Brad, \ACIS Cosmi Ray Indued Dead Area," Internal CXC Memo.� Edgar, Rihard, \Absolute QE of ACIS S2 and S3 from XRCF data at Oxygen K{� and CopperL{�, dated Nov 13, 2003, http://x.harvard.edu/al/Ais/Cal prods/qe/ACIS QE O S23.ps� Marshall, Herman, Dewey, Daniel., and Ishibashi, Kazunori \In-Flight Calibration of the ChandraHigh Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer," SPIE, 5165, 457 (2003). Also available at:http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0309114
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